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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Access to the Internet and the related communication services, are progressively becoming a fundamental
societal right for people, no matter where they live in the world. In many places, where terrestrial
infrastructure is present, the connectivity is efficiently supported. Access costs for customers are variable
for a region or for a country, but are most of the time acceptable for a fair amount of the population.
In some isolated areas however, satellite remains the sole option for having Internet access where other
terrestrial technologies have not been - or could not have been - deployed, most of the time for economic
reasons (i.e. that would have required non profitable operator investment). One main barrier that has
prevented the generalization of an Internet satellite access is certainly the total costs demanded to endusers, especially in regions where individuals or even small communities cannot pay for this. Our ambition,
in RIFE is to contribute to this societal issue at least, throughout this document, from a technical
perspective.
Our vision is to introduce a service category model supporting a low (if no) cost connectivity that could be
acceptable by all the stakeholder chain, starting from the satcom provider.
The basic idea is that if low (or no) direct revenue for the satcom provider can be drawn from the existing
users of this service category, few (or no) additional costs at all are needed (after the technology itself has
been developed). In particular, (1) no specific additional devices shall be needed, and no (2) additional
costs of operations shall applied, since only the unused bandwidth capacity of the satcom link is used.
This capability originates from the heterogeneity of the traffic observed in any networks during the 24hour day and at a longer scale (weekly, monthly or yearly), and sometimes equivalent heterogeneity
between different satellite spotbeams. In favorable conditions, the current system load might decrease
down to 20%, that leaves room for accepting many more new users.
This feature can be provisioned through anticipated management operations, or could be applied
dynamically along a continuous system observation. In this deliverable, we focus on this last opportunity
and propose technical solutions that enables to use the unused bandwidth, but still guarantee that the
Quality of Experience (QoE) or regular users are never impacted by the presence of those “low access
cost” traffics.
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Scope of the document
This document is a Technical Note related to D3.3, illustrating and discussing possible RIFE architectures
and dissemination strategies over a satellite backhaul oriented towards “low cost” services.
After the introduction (Section 1), section 2 describes some propositions to develop backhaul
architectures from the perspective of existing IP approaches. In section 3, refined options to be
prototyped and demonstrated are proposed. Finally section 4 describes the choices of implementation
we did, and the design of the evaluation platform based on OpenSAND.
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1

Introduction

The satellite backhaul has been initially defined as one of the main RIFE backhaul network infrastructure
element that acts as the medium over which multiple backhaul dissemination strategies can be deployed.
The use of existing two way satellite networking technology has been chosen because it is cost effective
and efficient for the delivery of data and content in locations where terrestrial telecommunication
networks are unavailable or unreliable. The initial integration scenario of RIFE with the satellite backhaul
is pictured in Figure 1.

Figure 1: RIFE architecture with ICN fronhtaul-oriented approach

It can be seen that such an architecture defines 3 separate segments, namely the IP backhaul and core
segment (to reach applicative servers), the local ICN domain and the last IP link. In addition what is not
shown in the figure is that multiple isolated ICN islands can exist.
Each segment not only defines distinct user planes, but also different control planes that follows distinct
logics in terms of:
•

dissemination strategies / transport,

•

data forwarding,

•

QoS and resource management,

•

security,

•

service logic and content-based policies,

•

optimisation mechanisms

•

etc.

Ensuring continuity of service in the user data plane to guarantee that data can reach the user equipment,
at the lowest possible cost, is the minimal prerequisite for the satellite solution.
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1.1 Objectives
Satellite broadband bandwidth is limited and expensive; improving its usage efficiency is therefore a real
challenge for the whole satellite community. Many solutions are currently envisioned to reduce the
connectivity cost:
•

For satellite network operators. Two main approaches are usually targeted:
o Reduction of the satellite link usage. In the ICN paradigm, this approach is well supported
by the data dissemination (transport) naturally oriented towards multi-destination
transfers (FID based forwarding), and by network caching that allows saving network
resource.
o

•

Reduction of the maximum peak loads. All satellite resources (on board HW equipment;
but also frequency licenses etc.) and ground segments (Hubs, etc.) are sized to support a
given number of active terminals (actually sending/receiving some traffic), and under the
assumptions of average traffic activity and geographical repartition of user terminals.
However, since the traffic time profile is not constant during the day, the system sizing
must take into account this peak traffic. Reduction of this traffic is directly possible
through network caching whose policies can be efficiently controlled through an ICNbased logic.

For primary and secondary end-users1. It is now common in recent High Throughput Satellite
systems that satcom providers define user SLAs with volume limitation, and above which users
have to pay additional fees (aka fair share / Fair Allocation Policy (FAP)). A few tens (10-50) GB
are frequent figures. Volume limitation and FAP policies may also apply for companies,
organizations, or institutions, wishing affordable services and that cannot sustain renting
dedicated Single-Channel-Per-Carrier (SCPC) channels (24/7) or, at least, guaranteed resources.
Recognizing that this reduces its attractiveness, satellite providers are looking for solutions: for
instance, they encourage usage of satcom services during off-peak hours (e.g. late in the
evenings), periods during FAP volume constraints may be not applicable.

In this project, our main objective is to provide an Internet connectivity for everybody, and not only to
improve QoE and QoS of satellite operators and regular customers. We believe that some of the satellite
resources are unexploited and could be dedicated to the RIFE customers, with just a minor and
acceptable impact on the satellite commercial offers.
Our goal is therefore to propose solutions for optimizing the use of the unused resources, in order to
offer connectivity to a new type of customers, entitled “opportunistic” customers.
Solutions can be envisioned to address this problem at different levels, and notably:

1

The hierarchical terminology for the users are explained in section 3.1
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▪

at the IP/MAC level (e.g. QoS mechanisms);

▪

at the transport level (e.g. less that best effort mechanisms (LBE));

▪

at the System level (e.g. Unicast to multicast conversion mechanisms).

In the following, we focus on the low-cost access over satellite. We will first identify the different
approaches that exist, and then present a couple of solutions that would enable a quasi-free satellite
connectivity for the opportunistic customers.

© RIFE Consortium 2015-2018
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2

High-level approaches for low-cost access over satellite

2.1 Primary vs. Secondary vs. Opportunistic customers
To address previous objectives, it is necessary to introduce the notion of primary, secondary and
opportunistic users, or usage (the last is mostly applicable for ICN). In the following, “users” shall be
understood in general way. Users can be individuals or professional, companies, institutions, but also
application or service providers, etc.
Primary users are those ready to pay to benefit from satcom connectivity as “efficiently” as possible. This
is the current usage and commercial model that is known and applied today, in most if not all of satcom
systems. For those users, and depending on their area and the level of development of the ground telecom
infrastructures, performances and increased throughputs are often important drivers.
Located in different environments where network connectivity is few or not developed, secondary users
seek at least a minimal connectivity service, at a low and affordable cost (taking into account that network
access can be much more expensive than in areas where the market is mature and sometimes competitive
(competition between several satcom systems or with pure terrestrial services). When applicable, initial
expenses (CAPEX), and also OPEX can be two important issues for those users. In the frame of the RIFE
architecture, the model assumes shared terminals for the local community (e.g. service to multiple
families). For example in this model the terminal costs could be shared among the community.
Finally, we introduced the notion of opportunistic users for defining users that could benefit from the
satellite connectivity but with zero guarantee of minimal connectivity service. For instance, this use case
deals with users that could benefit from an individual satellite terminal, but cannot paid monthly fees.
Our reports showed that this scenario has been experienced many times by non-profit organizations that
manage to be funded for the equipment acquisition and the first months of subscription, but finally cannot
continue to pay the subscription, and have unused equipment.
We can summarize this approach in making the following assumptions:
•

Primary customers are first interested in having permanent access and broadband data rate
connectivity with optimal QoE, and will look at reducing the monthly fees in a second time, when
it is possible. This is the current usage developed so far in standard Internet access offers.

•

Secondary customers require a low cost connectivity solution to access some services (not
necessarily a full Internet access). They can accept:

•

o

to wait for content access delivery (up to a maximum of time, e.g. 24h)

o

and/or to access service only at predefined hours of the day

Opportunistic customers would just be happy to benefit from free satellite connectivity, without
any guarantee nor obligations for the satellite operator.

The objective of our proposition is to design some architectural and algorithmic components able to cope
with the last 2 categories of customers, while trying to minimise the consequences/capital loss for the
satellite operators and the higher priority customers.
The discussion starts with a presentation of the different high-level types of solution for user’s distinction,
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in an IP, or generic network, perspective.

2.2 High-level IP and user-plane approaches
RIFE considers various scenarios or uses cases where the ICN network domain(s) encompass or not
network nodes entities at each side of the satellite segment, and where the satellite provider can also be
independent or not from this repartition.
For all cases where no ICN specific functions are required or possible at the network Gateway access side
of the satellite system, and/or that only classical IP transport services are available, distinction between
users and their associated communication services must be done thanks to conventional methods in the
IP network world. In the following, we present the most promising ones.
2.2.1 Service and Management level approaches
For Service Providers, the coexistence of several categories of users in the system can already be taken
into account more or less directly in several manners.
It can be possible to introduce some limits in the delivered services (as observed for some mobile cellular
services). Some approaches would include:
•

Limitation of data rates (peak data rates, average data rates)

•

Limitation of data volumes

•

Specific limitations on forward / return links (according to the operator’s policy and/or
characteristics of the systems (e.g. based on the FWD/RTN frequency plans resources)

•

Limitation of connectivity in duration / timeslots along the 24-hours day

•

Limitation applicable to services and/or protocols (filtering or differentiated support)

•

etc.

In generally, these parameters constitute (part) of the technical contracts of the Subscriber Level
Agreements (SLA), also known as Subscriber Level Specifications (SLS). What is observed today is that few
different SLA/SLS are usually defined in a given system– as long as end-users and not wholesale or
professional connectivity services are concerned. In defining multiple profiles associated to different
targets, it is easy to define multiple types of SLA/SLS (and then different category of users) as long as no
(important) impact is brought on the overall architecture, interfaces, or algorithms.
Applying differentiation at service-level remains simple but has some evident drawbacks of missing
standardized interfaces between the service/management plane (OSS/BSS ; NMS), control plane and user
plane, except for the support of basic SLAs to handle traffic policies (rate limitation, filtering/blocking,
etc.)
Enforcement of this mechanism can be easily supported at the entry of IP networks by doing appropriate
traffic policing and shaping. This conventional approach is simple, from the technical and operational
perspectives, provided that the traffic control is done as closest as possible to the potential source(s) not
to introduce network congestion.
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However, for constrained networks (mobile networks, etc.) if the provider seeks to maximise the full
capacity of the system, a dynamic-type SLA applicable for secondary users shall be enabled. This is
somewhat equivalent to the Dynamic Policy Charging and Control (PCC) known in some 3GPP networks.

2.2.2 Application-level approaches
For situations where senders, hosts or servers are under the direct supervision of the service provider, it
may be convenient to implement user distinction at applicative level. UDP-based transport is ideal for this
leaving the opportunity to design a full customized solution in software (such as QUIC for Google, that still
supports all kinds of traffic, included HTTP traffic, but offers its own flow control mechanisms).
A main limitation exists however, if no rate-control mechanisms were implemented in the network.
Indeed, secondary users could change or adapt the sending software (intentionally, or not) to get higher
instantaneous bandwidth.

2.2.3 Transport-level approaches
TCP services remain, in the IP world, a major share of the overall Web and Internet traffic. However,
satcom and backhaul links may perform badly with high RTT links, due to the long convergence of
congestion window at connection start-up, and this is even exacerbated if packet losses occur along the
data path. TCP-PEPs (PEPs in short) is a convenient way to deal with this situation, “accelerate” TCP and
boost its performances. For this reason PEPs are, for years now, deployed in satcom systems.
On the other hand, PEPs have their own issues:
•

Breaking the end-to-end semantics, leading to the impossibility to accelerate tunnelled/encrypted
flows inside a L3 VPN for instance

•

Additional constraints for flow mobility (might not work with MobileIP approaches after
handover/mobility events)

•

Additional costs (software licence, hardware, maintenance)

•

Possible integration issues at modem Side

•

Additional risk of failure, etc.
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Figure 2: PEP principle

Although PEPs may use a standard TCP over the satcom link, the splitting of the original TCP in 2 or 3
connections is always more aggressive, meaning that the system will seek to get more satcom bandwidth
resources in a shorter time for each PEP-accelerated connection.
This simple observation could be used to offer differentiated TCP services in a system.

2.2.4 QoS-based approaches
Traffic categorization in L2 and/or L3 QoS queues and associated scheduling disciplines is another
conventional way to provide service differentiation, at the network level. Usually they are used to provide
different QoS based on service and/or application requirements, for example when “real-time” vs. “nonreal time” characteristics can be expressed (this is not always possible).
Those mechanisms also naturally come to mind to provide differentiated services because of
differentiated users, as long as QoS mapping can be based on user identification through their addressing
(being source or destination, according to the service).
Practically L3 QoS may be implemented at a single point of the network, or at multiple points:
•

at the network entry of the provider infrastructure;

•

and/or at the core service provider network

•

and/or at exit of the network infrastructure, next or within the satellite Hub.

On the forward link (network to users), a major drawback of a pure QoS-based approach is that many
packets from the secondary and opportunistic services risk to be discarded at the satellite gateway in
periods where traffic volumes and rates related to the primary usage is important. This packet drops may
be responsible for an important useless/redundant traffic between the sending servers and the gateway,
that may contribute to the risk of congestion and raises the transit costs.
2.2.5 Conclusion
The four mentioned approaches identify different possibilities where the data flows are controlled at
different points of the end-to-end network path (see next figure).
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Various pros and cons have been raised for each option, so that they can be, or not, satisfactory solutions
for generic or specific use cases. Hence, the definition for a complete and general solution seems
complicated to express. What can be expected is that generic solution should likely implement a
combination of those mechanisms.
Some main drivers, however, can be identified to find or to design the optimal approaches:
•

where the applicative service is implemented / under which responsibility?

•

shall an existing network or backhaul component be reused or not (actual device or technology)?

•

shall some critical service characteristics be kept or not? which?

•

is the impact on cost, scalability, an important matter or not? This might depend on (expected)
number of user to serve, traffic volume/data rate (relative share or absolute number), etc.

Applicative Server

Service &
Management control
(SLS enforcement)

Transport Proxy

QoS enforcement
At satellite GW

Rate/flow control
for return-link
services

End-user
devices

Network domain of the backhaul / WAN provider

Figure 3: Possible options and locations to implement primary/secondary/opportunistic usage distinction

In the next section, we propose and evaluate 4 different concrete strategies, related to the previous
approaches, in order to optimize the use of the unused capacity. As previously expressed, our final
approach will result in a combination of them.
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3

Refined strategies for users differentiation

The previous section introduced the different categories of approaches that may enable a differentiation
between the users services, classified according to the OSI model. In this section, we present in details a
couple of strategies that would enable to best use the unused capabilities of the satellite segment

3.1 Transport strategy to differentiate primary and secondary users
This strategy only offers differentiation between primary and secondary users. It relies on the use of PEPs:
•

TCP connections of primary users are served by PEPs

•

TCP connections of secondary users are never served by PEPs and rely on the “standard” end-toend congestion control / dissemination.

Moreover, preventing the use of PEP for all secondary TCP services imply that the PEP sizing and costing
does not have to take into account the share of those secondary services, making them cheaper for the
satcom provider. As a consequence, this can justify the cost reduction to secondary users.

Figure 4: Evolution of the use of bandwidth resources per transport session, with and without PEP

3.2 Transport strategy to differentiate primary, secondary users and Opportunistic
users
As we do not intend to modify the end-users IP stack, and so the versions of TCP that are used (mostly
Cubic and Compound TCP), following approaches are based on the use of PEPs. Thus only the
proprietary TCP connection, managed by the satellite operators, between the 2 PEPs is modified.
We propose therefore to use different control congestion / dissemination algorithms for each categories
of users. Possibly, the algorithm itself could change over the time in the day or anticipated level of
available resource, or even become flexible or programmable. Here are presented some first possibilities
for this algorithm, that may be suitable for the differentiation of the 3 classes of users:
•

Reusing a “standard” or known terrestrial algorithm (TCP Cubic, Compound, etc.). Note that the
simple action to split the end-to-end connection in 2 or 3 segments with PEPs have positive
influence on the transport performances even with existing algorithms.

•

Implement aggressive control congestion algorithms(s) for primary users, e.g. with constant
bitrate connections setup from the PEP server. As already mentioned, this approach is not safe
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generally speaking, but might be appropriate if resource availability are known, and/or if targeted
bitrate are low. Each “proxy” connections can be mapped to a single TCP connection (this is what
is currently done in many PEP products) or an aggregate connection might be open per satellite
user
•

Implement less aggressive schemes (i.e. class of lower than best effort transports, see IETF RFC
6297, RFC 6817) for secondary or opportunistic users. Those mechanisms, such as LEDBAT for
instance, are capable to deal with highly restricted and unpredictable capacity.

This last solution enables the opportunistic customers to not downgrade the other customers’
performance, at a transport point of view. Basically, the opportunistic customers will be signified when
he has room to transmit some data without impacting the transport behaviour of the other connections.
However, having some availability at the transport level does not mean that there is some physical
resource available for the opportunistic customers!
Finally, the only possibility to ensure that the opportunistic solution does not penalize the other customers
is to directly base the solution on the Radio Resource Management (RRM) scheme.

3.3 Opportunistic QoS: a RRM strategy for Opportunistic delivery
3.3.1 Request Classes/ Class of Service
Satcom systems, as most of telecom systems, make use of Classes of Service (CoS) concepts to
differentiate traffics, also named Request Classes (RC) in the context of resource allocation.
The selection of Traffic Classes, and their associated characteristic or requirements in terms of QoS
parameters (delay, jitter, bandwidth, …) is highly system- and implementation dependent. At least 3 RC
are used, and most of the time the system implement 6 or more.
An example of RC definition is given in the next table.
RC Name

Traffic Type

RC1

Best Effort

RC2

Normal

RC3

Critical Data

RC4

Real Time

In our proposition, we add to these RC class a supplementary one called Opportunistic, as follows:
RC Name
RC0

© RIFE Consortium 2015-2018
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The QoS and allocation enforcement for this new traffic type is explained in the following of this section.
In satcom, resources allocation on both forward and return links have totally different behaviors.
Therefore, we must carefully distinguish them in the following analysis.

3.3.2 QoS On the Forward
Most of the satellite proprietary Gateways use simple QoS mechanisms, based either on strict policy
schemes, Weighted queuing, or a mixed of both.
Here are the main possibilities to differentiate the user categories:
•

Implement strict priority schemes (secondary users/flows/packets are always served after
primary ones and so on) to ensure that the presence of lower priority users has a small impact (or
no impact at all) on the service and QoE delivered to higher-priority users;

•

Guarantee some (restricted) amount of resources thanks to Weighted Fair Queing (WFQ) /
Weighted Round Robin (WRR) disciplines. If selected, highly unbalanced parameters can be set
(e.g. 1 vs. 10, etc.). This guarantee can be applied globally (all system resources are split between
primary and secondary usage, then possibly split again per QoS) or can be split for each Class of
Service (if common CoS are defined for primary and secondary services).
This technique cannot be used for opportunistic traffic, as at least a minimal ratio of the traffic
has to be allocated to these users, which is incompatible with the opportunistic concept.
Finally, a strict policy must be applied, whether in adding a scavenger queue, i.e. a queue with a
lower priority than BE, in an existing system design that is already using strict policy, or in adding
a simple strict policy scheme with 2 queues (scavenger and not) in systems with Weighted
Queuing scheme only.

3.3.3 QoS On the Return
The allocation scheme is much more complicated for the return link, and if simple QoS policies can still be
applied on the return, their interactions with the radio resource management need to be carefully
considered. Different solutions have been envisioned, and are presented in the following.
3.3.3.1 Random access allocations?
We first imagined that random access methods could be used for the opportunistic customers, notably
considering the DVB-RCS(2) or related random access mechanisms (Content Resolution Diversity Slotted
Aloha (CRDSA), Enhanced Spread Spectrum Aloha (ESSA), …) that currently achieve a very good efficiency
with a narrow bandwidth.
In comparison with classical DAMA access schemes, customers do not need to have available and
dedicated resources, but can send their data without waiting the grant of timeslot opportunity. Thus, all
the data sent by the different customers using Random Access share the same media, which implies that
collisions and losses are likely to occur.
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Many years of studies and research have enabled to improve the initial and basic ALOHA techniques,
improving the successful delivery ratio per packets. Those techniques, used conjointly with dedicated
congestion control algorithms, have now very good results. Moreover, depending on the number of
Random Access customers vs. the bandwidth dedicated to RA method, and so, the contention rate for this
resource, using such type of allocation may provide a better QoE (i.e. low access delay then low e2e delay)
than many of the DAMA allocation schemes. Indeed, when no collision occurs, not having to request for
the resources is sparing significant time (at least 1 RTT) and finally offering a similar QoE than guaranteed
allocations schemes (c.f section 3.3.2.2) that are expensive for customers.
However, this solution requires that dedicated frequency carrier(s) (even small) is planned for the
opportunistic customers’ service, which may impact the satellite provider commercial offer. Finally, it
cannot be considered as free for the operators, and so, cannot be used for the opportunistic traffic.
In conclusion, we believe that this solution is not suitable and that solutions revolving around the DAMA
resources allocation schemes must be envisioned.
Considering this, we are basing our proposal on a modification of classical Bandwidth On Demand (BoD)
allocation scheme. Thus, we first introduce the DAMA allocation methods, used in most of the satellite
systems (DVB-RCS & DVB-RCS2), and then introduce our proposal.

3.3.3.2

DAMA-based solutions

DAMA allocation schemes
On the return link multiple types of allocation can be served (according to the DVB-RCS(2) model):
1) guaranteed data rate (CRA) that corresponds to the static capacity allocation (no capacity Request are
asked by the terminal, the allocation is guaranteed)
2) dynamic capacity corresponding to RBDC and AVBDC requests (capacity Request are asked by the
terminal
3) remaining capacity (FCA) (no capacity Request are asked by the terminal, the allocation is nonguaranteed)
A scheduling / priority scheme shall be defined to process those different allocations. For example, a strict
priority in decreasing order may be implemented.

3.3.3.2.1.1 CRA capacity
CRA stands for Continuous Rate Assignment.
CRA (DVB-RCS(2) and SatLabs terminology) corresponds to the most common Guaranteed Data Rate
(GDR) or Constant Bit Rate (CBR) terminology.
CRA refers to capacity provided by the GW (via the Network Control Centre (NCC)) to a Terminal, in the
form of allocated DVB-RCS2 traffic bursts, without any requiring solicitation (capacity request) from this
Terminal. Thus, as soon as a terminal connects to the system, the NCC allocates him a static CRA value,
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based on its SLA. In most systems, the CRA allocation per ST is very limited, as it does not take care of the
real need of the user, which means that resource can be wasted. Therefore, most of the resource is
allocated thanks to methods with capacity request.
CRA capacity is therefore a highly regular rate capacity offered to handle expedite forwarding low latency
service by avoiding capacity request.
CRA capacity value is an attribute of the Service Profile (guaranteed data rate of the return real time
priority queue).

3.3.3.2.1.2 AVBDC capacity request
AVBDC stands for Absolute Volume Based Dynamic Capacity.
AVBDC capacity is an absolute volume based capacity provided by the GW to a Terminal, in the form of
allocated DVB-RCS2 traffic bursts, according to dynamic AVBDC capacity requests sent by this Terminal.
An AVBDC request is made for an absolute volume of data and is typically used for services that tolerate
latency and jitter. An AVBDC request overrides any previous one.
A Capacity Request is transmitted from the Satellite Terminal (ST) to the Network Control Centre (NCC),
located at the GW, every superframe (e.g. 26ms). The NCC is in charge of collecting the requests. The ST
is then notified of its available slots (time/frequency) in a message called Terminal Burst Time Plane
(TBTP/2), also transmitted every 26ms. (cf. Figure 5)
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Figure 5: Resource allocation with capacity request

3.3.3.2.1.3 RBDC capacity request
RBDC stands for Rate Based Dynamic Capacity.
RBDC capacity is a rate based capacity provided by the GW (NCC) to a Terminal (RCST), in the form of
allocated DVB-RCS2 traffic bursts, according to RBDC capacity requests sent by this Terminal.
A RBDC request is made for a data rate and is typically used for services require a reduced delay and jitter.
A RBDC request overrides any previous one.
3.3.3.2.1.4 FCA capacity
FCA stands for Free Capacity Assignment.
FCA refers to capacity left after all dynamic capacity requests and CRA capacity from Terminals have been
satisfied and systematically and fairly allocated by the GW to the Terminals, in the form of allocated DVBRCS2 traffic bursts, without any requiring solicitation (capacity request) from these Terminals. FCA can
therefore be seen as “bonus” capacity.
FCA capacity is a highly variable rate capacity and just aims at reducing delays on any traffic which can
tolerate delay jitter.
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3.3.3.2.1.5 Mapping of RC and allocation types
Classes of Services, or Request Classes need not to be mapped within unique Access Type and a mix may
be defined.
The following example shows a possible implementation option, in a system defining 4 RC classes:
Table 1: Priority of DAMA allocation schemes for existing traffic type

RC Name

Traffic Type

CRA

RBDC

AVBDC

FCA

2

3

RC1

Best Effort

1

RC2

Normal

1

2

3

RC3

Critical Data

1

2

3

RC4

Real Time

1

2

3

RC0

Opportunistic

1

Opportunistic DAMA request
By nature, CRA capacity is unadapted to be allocated to the opportunistic users.
However, it could eventually be used for secondary users, with important modifications. Indeed, the CRA
scheme is currently totally static, but we could imagine a dynamic one, based on estimation of the hourly
traffic (for instance, differentiation night/day), that could reduce the CRA resources allocated to “inactive”
users. CRA is indeed allocated to a ST at its connection log-on in the system, which is a quasi-persistent
connection (equivalent to the connection of an Internet set-top box), and so, does not take into account
the actual users activity behind.
These spared resources could be dedicated to secondary users that want to download and store content
for instance for a later use.
According to Table 1, VBDC requests, which have the lowest priority, would be the most convenient way
to request for low-priority resources. However, the NCC has to be informed that those requests are
coming from lower priority users and should only be satisfied when resources allow it. This is probably
more suitable for secondary users than for opportunistic.
For all of these reasons, we believe FCA is probably the best option for an opportunistic DAMA usage
adapted to the opportunistic users.

3.3.3.2.2.1 Focus on FCA for opportunistic customers
Currently, FCA resources are often randomly shared between all of the connected customers.
Using FCA resources for opportunistic traffic implies that, once again, some resources that could be used
by primary users have to be dedicated to the low priority customers. But, contrary to the previous cases,
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FCA resources are not owned (by contract) by regular customers. Indeed, FCA resources are extra
resources shared between the customers. Thus, the SLA contracted by the primary and secondary
customers will not be broken. Furthermore, the satellite operator may decide (for different reasons such
as philanthropy, visibility, political incentive, …) to be part of the project of delivering Internet for
Everybody.
If this solution seems to be feasible in a business point of view, technical challenges have to be addressed.
Indeed, in comparison with RBDC or VBDC resources, FCA resources are not attributed for satisfying a
request transmitted by a customer, but randomly. Thus, even if some FCA resources would be dedicated
to opportunistic users, it may happen that the ST gets the resource at an inappropriate time:
•

When no resources are needed:
The ST received a TBTP with at least one FCA resource, but has nothing to transmit in the
dedicated time slot. In that case, the resource is lost.

•

When the resource grant arrives too late :
o

a TCP content has been received by the user, which must now waits for an FCA allocation
in order to be able to transmit the acknowledgement (ACK). The allocation is coming too
late, and the TCP Retransmission TimeOut (RTO) has expired when the GW PEP or the
server finally receive the ACK.
In that case, the same data will be transmitted again, and the ST will have to wait again
for a resource to send the ACK (c.f. Figure 7). In the worst case, the TCP connection can
be shut down, and in most cases, satellite bandwidth will be wasted.
This example is representative of all protocols exchange working in a connected mode
(TCP, QUIC, …) with frequent ACK to be sent.

o

The user wants to send a content request, and so, the ST has to wait for a resource. In
that case, consequences are less detrimental. Indeed, the essential is not that the user
gets an ACK of its content request, but begin to receive the answer. (cf. Figure 8). However
the Content request is probably vainly duplicated, and some satellite bandwidth would
be wasted if there is no control at the ST.
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Figure 6: Content transmission on the forward
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Figure 7: Request for content transmitted on the return

Both cases have to be differentiated. Indeed, while in the first case, the ST transmission is in response to
the reception of a message from the GW and could be anticipated, the second case, depicts a “voluntary”
transmission from the ST, and is unpredictable.
Regarding the first case, we propose to inform the NCC that segments have been sent to the ST, and that
this last will probably require resources soon (in the next X superframes). Thus, the NCC can attribute
priorities to the future FCA allocation for that ST, which will minimize for it the time to wait for the
resources on its return channel. This option is shown on the next figure.
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Figure 8: FCA priorization by the NCC without PEP

This solution has 2 main drawbacks:
•

the FCA resource must arrive at the ST after the ACK, otherwise, the resource is lost and the ST
must wait for another resource to send the ACK. Thus, a dedicated timer 𝑇𝑇𝐵𝑇𝑃 is needed at the
GW/NCC, which is an additional source of complexity. Indeed, 𝑇𝑇𝐵𝑇𝑃 should at least be higher
than the time spent in the fronthaul networks… This cannot be known or estimated easily by the
system. Choosing a high value by default (e.g. 100 ms) could be suitable, but this much depends
on the exact network deployment.

•

The RTO can still be exceeded if the addition of the scavenger allocation time and 𝑇𝑇𝐵𝑇𝑃 is too
important.

The introduction of PEPs may solving this issue for TCP services (cf Figure 9). The PEP on the ST side
enables to not need for a 𝑇𝑇𝐵𝑇𝑃 as the PEP will make the ACK available as soon as it receives the segments.
This will also reduce the RTT duration as seen from the end-to-end TCP.
Moreover, to protect against the case where the RTT is still larger than the standard RTO, the PEP on the
GW side enables to configure an opportunistic RTO, larger than the standard TCP RTO one.
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Figure 9: FCA reservation by the NCC with PEP

The use of PEPs is also solving the second case, when the user (on the ST side) is deciding to send some
content (cf. Figure 10). No spurious retransmission will be done.

Figure 10: Voluntary transmission with PEP
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3.3.3.2.2.1.1 Details on FCA allocation
Regarding the previous section, FCA resources allocation plan must therefore satisfy both following
requirements:
1. Be sure that voluntary transmissions receive sufficient FCA resources, but take care of not wasting
the limited FCA resources
 Resources must be regularly allocated to each opportunistic terminal in case data/request
has to be transmitted
 If the GW does not receiving any user traffic from an opportunist user during a certain
time, then the frequency of FCA allocation must be reduced
2. Be sure that FCA resources enable interactive exchanges
•

Allocate FCA resources in priority for opportunist user when a response is expected
(applicable for TCP traffic). A cross-layer interaction with the TCP-PEP might help the
system to detect those flows.

3.3.4 Conclusion on the Opportunistic methods
The combination of both opportunistic QoS methods and TCP PEPs enables to use those methods with
zero modification of the TCP implementations on the end-user devices. The consequences of long period
without resources, which would be detrimental for regular end-to-end TCP, will be handled by the PEPs
with just minor modifications. For instance, considering that satellite links are now quasi error free, we
propose to use an infinite RTO between the PEPs, but also “ack filtering” in order to reduce the number
of ACKs for TCP and so, the need of resource on the return link. In that case, NCC must taking care of the
ACK filtering policy to not attribute a resource when an ACK is not needed.
Remark: A protocol such as LEDBAT, a UDP-specific solution or DTN would probably be interesting
between the PEPs, but this means that proxies have to be dedicated to the opportunistic customers, which
is more expensive (off-the-shelf products do not exist) and less flexible, and so beyond the scope of this
white paper.
To summarize, we propose the use of PEPs with strict scavenger QoS policy on the forward, and an
opportunistic FCA allocation method with priorization support on the return, based on a new allocation
scheme that consider both interactive and voluntary exchanges.

3.4 Unicast to multicast conversion: a way to distribute media content for
opportunistic customers
These methods aim to benefits from the satellite inherent characteristics and notably its native broadcast
capability.
More and more media contents are now distributed in IP, using Adaptive Bit Rate mechanisms (such as
DASH) over TCP for instance. It is expected in 2020 than more than 80% of the content shared on the
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Internet will be video content. The point-to-point unicast distribution of this content is a real challenge
for the terrestrial operators, when their current infrastructures are not dimensioned to deal with that.
Satellite operators, that have long been quasi-exclusively used for their linear broadcast TV, aspire to
integrate this market thanks to their broadcast/multicast capabilities. New architecture such as M-ABR
(Multicast-Adaptive BitRate) that enable a unicast-to-multicast conversion for linear TV have been pushed
and adopted in terrestrial systems and network. M-ABR (see for example CableLabs specification (“IP
Multicast Adaptive Bit Rate Architecture Technical Report”, OC-TR-IP-MULTI-ARCH-C01-161026, October
2016)).
We propose to use similar protocols in order to deliver all or parts of the content to opportunistic or
secondary customers. This can be used in complement of our “opportunistic” proposal.
The following sections detail our proposal.
3.4.1 Scenarios
Several scenarios can be envisioned to improve the opportunistic connectivity, but also the primary
services and/or satellite operator QoS.
Indeed, as suggested in section 1.1, satellite operators are first looking for techniques that could improve
their bandwidth usage efficiency. Such global improvements can ease the deployment of opportunistic
QoS solutions.
The unicast to multicast conversion scenarios we propose here are therefore not only an efficient way to
increase the opportunistic connectivity quality but also an opportunity to improve the primary users
experience in improving the global satellite resource usage.

3.4.1.1

Primary user and then, another primary user

1. A primary user (ST2) asks for a multimedia content;
2. If the content has already been requested by another primary user (ST1) and is currently being
pushed, the multicast content manager converts the unicast stream in multicast, and both the
initial and the opportunistic users receive the rest of the content in a multicast stream;
3. The multimedia server may, in parallel, sends the missing chunks of video to ST2 (the beginning
of the content);
4. The content may be consumed directly (Live content) or cached to be watched by the endusers, and satellite bandwidth has been spared. The interest is notably in case of high
popularity content.
Figure 11 illustrates the previous scenario.
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Figure 11: Scenario primary and then primary users
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3.4.1.2 Primary and then, opportunistic users
1. An opportunistic user asks for a multimedia content, using opportunistic QoS method;
If the content has already been requested by another user (ST) and is currently being pushed,
the multicast content manager converts the unicast stream in multicast, and both the initial and
the opportunistic users receive the rest of the content in a multicast stream;
2. The opportunistic ST is asking for the missing chunks of video using opportunistic QoS method;
3. Once the media content is fully stored in the ST cache, it can be watched by the opportunistic
end-users behind the ST.
Figure 12 illustrates the previous scenario.

Figure 12: Scenario primary and then opportunistic users
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3.4.1.3 Opportunistic and then, primary user
1. An opportunistic user asks for a multimedia content, using opportunistic QoS method;
2. If the content is not being pushed for another ST, opportunistic QoS method is used to deliver the
first chunks of data;
3. If a primary user is requesting the same content, the multimedia server use a multicast stream to
send the data to the primary user and to the opportunistic user;
4. Opportunistic user is therefore not anymore using its limited resources for the content load, but
benefits from the primary user resources.
Figure 13 illustrates the previous scenario.

Figure 13: Scenario opportunistic and then primary users
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3.4.1.4 2 opportunistic users
1. An opportunistic user asks for a multimedia content, using opportunistic QoS method;
2. If the content is not being pushed for another ST, opportunistic QoS method is used to deliver the
first chunks of data.
3. If another opportunistic user is requesting the same content, the multimedia server use a
multicast stream to send the data to the primary user and to the opportunistic user.
4. Opportunistic resources of both users are therefore used to deliver the content.
Figure 14 illustrates the previous scenario.

Figure 14: Scenario opportunistic and then opportunistic user
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4

Implementation design

4.1 Technical design of the opportunistic QoS solution
The opportunistic connectivity implies the development of several specific components in order to
address the following functions:
•

Identification of the opportunistic flows;

•

Decision and enforcement of the opportunistic QoS policy.

The implementation must also satisfy the following requirements:

4.1.1

•

Be based on real satellite products (Gateway and ST);

•

Be easily re-usable for non-opportunistic strategies.

Policy Based Network QoS Management Overview

These architectural concepts being the basis of several QoS architectures (e.g. IMS, architecture from the
EuQoS project, ...), and also integrated in various products or software suite (Cisco, Microsoft), they will
be used in the proposed architecture. We will thus provide a brief overview of these concepts.
Policy Based Network architecture (RFC 2573) corresponds to a concept enabling to deploy a global policy
within an administrative domain. A policy in the context of network and QoS in particular consists in a set
of rules that permit to administer, manage and control access to network resources (RFC 3198). Each rule
is associated with a set of actions to execute if this rule’s conditions are met. In order to deploy in the
network and reuse these policies in separate administrative domains a general information model PCIM
(Policy Core Information Model, RFC 3060 and RFC 3460) has been defined based on an object oriented
approach.
Three main concepts are used in this model:
•

Abstraction of policy rules: a policy can be defined at different levels, from the business objectives
to specific configuration parameters depending on the network architecture and technologies.
Translation between these levels might remain abstract but will require more and more specific
information as soon as specific technology configuration is targeted.

•

Policy defining an action: Defines what shall be realized to guarantee the policy when conditions
are met. These policies could define execution of operations that have for instance an effect
and/or permit to configure the traffic and network resources.

•

Policy defining a condition: Policy defining the state or requirements to be met in order to execute
the associated actions.

Notions of set of rules but also priority and role are also defined by this model. This last notion consists in
attaching a set of rules to entities that have the same role in the communication network.
In the context of QoS deployment, a hierarchical approach of this model is proposed in order to make it
independent of the application domain (QoS, Security,…), used technologies (such as Diffserv, Intserv or
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other per hop behavior or scheduler) as well as implementation details of the equipment or vendors
(Cisco, Juniper,…).
For instance, in the deployment of QoS in a network architecture, the operator will define from SLA,
abstract policy rules that will be translated into generic router configuration and finally into specific
command for targeted router.

Figure 15: Policy Based Network Management

COPS (Common Open Policy Service) approach, based on PCIM model uses the concept of role using two
main roles: PDP/PDF (Policy Decision Point or Function) and PEP/PEF2 (Policy Enforcement Point or
Function), and a communication protocol between the entities:
•

PDF is a logical entity that will take a decision for itself and for all network elements requiring
these decisions to apply the defined policy (RFC 2753).

•

PEF is a logical entity enabling to apply or execute decisions and translate high level rules into
configuration instructions of network element.

•

COPS Common Open Policy Service: COPS is a simple protocol of request/response used to
exchange information between a PDF and its clients (e.g. PEF) (RFC 2748).

2

In order to avoid confusion between Performance Enhancement Proxy and Policy Enforcement Point, we will speak about
Policy Enforcement Function instead (and so, Policy Decision Function instead of Policy Decision Point) ( according to the IMS
terminology)
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4.1.2

Integration of DPI and classification

In this section, we propose the use of DPI (Deep Packet Inspection) tools for identifying and classifying the
traffic from the different type of users and notably determine the characteristics of the flows passing via
the satellite link. The information collected (notably, the IP source and destination addresses, the
protocols used, and type of application) will be used by the system to distinguish the different types of
users and optimize their services adequately.
Regarding the opportunistic solution, we believe that an IP classification should be sufficient for the
purpose of this emulation, which would mean that a DPI classifier is probably not required. However, as
expressed previously, the solutions we proposed should be as generic as possible to suit future QoS
deployment, and anticipate our ground segment products development.
In the following, we first present the different options for the architectures that enable QoS
differentiation, and then choose the best one for addressing the opportunistic usage.

4.1.2.1

Option 1: Centralized Policy Decision Function

The first option corresponds to a centralized Policy Decision Function (localized in the Data Center that
aggregates all the traffic in the system, before sending it to the different GW sites). The DPI engine is
working on the incoming traffic to determine the features and characteristics of flows or set of flows. This
information is provided to the QoS classifiers (within the PEFs) that takes a decision on the type of service
to be associated to this flow (opportunistic, but also BE, AF, EF for primary users …).

Figure 16: Centralized Policy Decision function

The classifier provides this information with the identifier and required characteristics of the flow to the
PDF that will take specific decisions on the policy to apply to this flow (such as marking policy, resource
reservation,…). Then it applies the decision toward all entities concerned (e.g. PEF in the Data Center, on
the Terminal for applying marking policy, at the network entry at the POP, for the DAMA for resource
reservation or load balancing,…).
Two sub-options are possible for this approach:
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•

The first one is a unique DPI engine and classifier in the Data Center that feeds the centralized
PDF. In this case, the return path traffic is also treated by this DPI engine along with the forward
path traffic.

•

The second one (dotted) corresponds to a replicated DPI engine and classifier in the terminal,
possibly exchanging with the central DPI. This second sub case might be helpful to provide a more
accurate classification before the satellite access may have modify some features of the flows.
Also the decision/enforcement loop can be much more responsiveness for traffic
identification/differentiation on the return link.

4.1.2.2

Option 2: Distributed Policy Decision Function

The second option corresponds to a centralized PDF for the forward link traffic and a distributed PDF
(including DPI engine and classifier) for the return link traffic.
The advantage of this option is that it permits to have an autonomous classification and policy application
per ST, avoiding thus communication with the central PDF in the Data Center for the local classification
and marking. But a more complex management might be required for such a solution.

Figure 17: Distributed policy decision function

4.1.3

Detailed interaction of QoS components on user and control planes

The first option corresponds to a centralized PDF for the forward and the return link traffic, which means
that all the classification engine and rule generations will be centralized in the GW/Data Center.
As soon as unclassified flows are going through the DPI engine (being return or forward) classification
features are detected, and a classification process is launched (possibly using a combination of DPI
algorithm). The result will be a flow characterization into a Class of Service / Request Class. In a second
step, aiming the actual resource QoS allocation process, the full flow characteristics (identified CoS/ RC
completed by the traffic identifiers (IP address, port number, …)) are provided to the PDF.
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The PDF will then, in a third step, activate the PEF by sending the QoS marking rules and the PEF will
provide the flow the appropriate Quality of Service (Queuing/Shaping/Policing).
In the first subcase depicted on the following figure the DPI engine is centralized on the GW/Data center
and takes care of forward and return traffic.

Figure 18: Detailed interaction of Option 1 – Subcase 1

The second subcase for the first option, depicted in the following figure, is very similar to the first subcase
except that the extraction of features and the classification is decentralized for the return traffic meaning
that it is done on the Satellite Terminal. Then, it is sent to the centralized PDF that process to the same
actions previously described.
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Figure 19: Detailed interaction of Option 1 – Subcase 2

Figure 20 depicts the second option where the DPI engine and classifier as well as the PDF are distributed
in the Satellite Terminals. An offline communication might be required between GW and Terminals PDF
(or with the central management) to make the PDF rules consistent between return and forward links,
and between all the Satellite terminals. This option has the advantage to avoid a RTT when applying a
policy to a new incoming flow with unknown characteristics, and to be more accurate compared to a fully
centralized option (option 1 subcase 1) because the classification is done before the satellite access. The
drawback is that it needs more management than a fully centralized option and more terminal resource
to integrate in particular the Classifier and DPI engine but also the PDF to a lesser extent.
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Figure 20. Detailed interaction of Option 2

4.1.4

Selection of the architecture

Considering the requirements for the opportunistic solution, and notably the expected low cost of the ST,
we believe that a centralized option is the best one.
Indeed, we identified three cases in which a specific identification and classification is required:
•

On the forward link:
Opportunistic connections arrive at the GW with many others. In that case, the DPI tools must
identify them, and the PDF and PEF must decide the use of a scavenger QoS queue.

•

On the return link, two possibilities have to be distinguished:
o

The ST is dedicated to opportunistic users and opportunistic service only:
In that case, it is sufficient for the PDF at the GW side to inform once the PEF on the ST side,
that from now on, all the return traffic will be opportunistic and must therefore use
opportunistic resource. This might even be configured through the initial SLA configuration
prepared for that terminal at it shipment or very first logon in the system (management
plane).

o

The ST is shared between primary/secondary users and opportunistic users:
The PDF must inform the PEF on the ST side that some flows with specific sending IP address
are opportunistic and must use opportunistic resources. NB: of course, this approach would
not be compatible with a deployment of a Network Address Translation (NAT) on the ST.

In our proposed centralized option, the PDF (Policy Decision Function) is centralized and localized in the
Data Center. A DPI engine and classifier are located on the gateway (GW) and on the satellite terminal
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(ST), in order to determine the characteristics of the flows passing via the satellite link. The information
collected (notably, the IP source and destination addresses, the protocols used, and type of application)
is conveyed to the PDF, that will make a decision on the policy of these flows.
When a decision is made by the PDF, it is notified to the Policy Enforcement Function (PEF). The PEF is a
logical entity enabling to apply or execute decisions, and translate high level rules issued by the PDF into
configuration instructions of network elements. PEFs can be located both on the GW and the STs,
depending on the pieces of equipment needed to be configured in order to enforce the traffic policy.

4.2 Implementation of the opportunistic QoS in OpenSAND
This section presents our designs proposals and implementations for the previous solutions in OpenSAND.
The required developments for the opportunistic QoS and the scenarios declined from the conversion
Unicast to Multicast solution are specified and described.
The implemented topology is presented by Figure 21.

Figure 21: Topology implemented

The platform is composed of three main components: a satellite (SAT), a satellite terminal (ST), and a
gateway (GW). OpenSAND is installed on these machines, and is used to emulate a satellite network. The
tools used to enforce the quality of service are the PEF, PDF and QoS Server, all described in next sections.
Some main remarks:
•

The Data Center with the PDF, PEF and DPI, mentioned in Figures 16 and 17, is located at the
GW.
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•

The DPI tool was installed both on the ST and the GW, and communicates with the PDF on the
GW.

•

The PEF and QoS Server (another tool for enforcing the policy) are installed on both the GW and
the ST.

4.2.1

Components description

4.2.1.1 PDF
The Policy Decision Function used, was originally developed to be used along OpenSAND for enforcing
quality of service of VoIP calls in a SIP/IMS context. The VoIP flows were identified using the SIP messages
exchanged before, during, and after the call, and which signal the start and the end of the communication,
as well as other parameters, such as the type of payload of RTP messages.
The PDF receives the information of a starting/ending flow via dedicated messages at a specific port. In
the case of a new flow, the following information is provided in an XML format (Table 2 provides an
example) to the PEF:
•

IP source and destination address

•

Source and destination port numbers.

•

A unique flow ID.

•

The protocol of the flow (i.e. RTP).

•

The payload (historically, used for specifying the payload type of RTP).

Note that this PDF/PEF exchange is functionally equivalent, but simplified from the IETF COPS (Policy
based management) specifications.
With the provided IP addresses, the PDF identifies the associated OpenSAND terminals (or gateways), and
determines whether a terminal is exclusively “opportunist”, shared among opportunistic and regular users
or exclusively regular.
The PDF uses a table as a reference for linking the payload type to the traffic category to enforce
(opportunistic, BE, EF, AF, OF etc.). Additional parameters are exchanged in case of non-opportunistic
traffic: codec used, when necessary (some of these are standardized by the RFC3551), the bitrate needed.
An extract of this table is presented below.
Table 2: excerpt from the codecs configuration file used by the PDF.

<?xml version="1.0"?>
<codecs>
<audiocodec
number="0"
name="PCMU"
sampling_rate="8000"
bitrate="104"
maxJitter="1" maxLoss="3" maxDelay="400" traffic_category="EF"
/>
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<opportunistic
number="1"
name="web"
sampling_rate="8000"
bitrate="32"
maxJitter="1" maxLoss="3" maxDelay="4000" traffic_category="OF"
/>
<audiocodec
bitrate="13.3"
/>

number="115"
name="iLBC"
sampling_rate="8000"
maxJitter="1" maxLoss="3" maxDelay="400" traffic_category="EF"

<videocodec
number="26"
name="JPEG"
sampling_rate="90000"
bitrate="1000"
maxJitter="1" maxLoss="3" maxDelay="400"
traffic_category="AF_1" />
<videocodec
number="31"
name="H261"
sampling_rate="90000"
bitrate="-1"
maxJitter="-1" maxLoss="-1" maxDelay="-1"
traffic_category="AF_1" />
(…)
</codecs>

In the case any action needs to be taken, it is communicated to the PEF, which will enforce the decision
made by the PDF, with messages following the format presented by Table 3.
In the case of an ending flow, PEF sends a terminating message to the PDF with only the flow ID specified.
After interaction with the DAMA controller, the corresponding resources, if any, are released.

4.2.1.2

PEF

The Policy Enforcement Function is in charge of translating the decisions of the PDF into commands to the
network components. In this scenario, the network component used to implement the traffic policy is the
OpenSAND DAMA.
The OpenSAND DAMA has an external interface, which allows it to communicate via a socket to other
entities willing to modify the inputs parameters used by the DAMA algorithm to compute the resource
allocation and to build the corresponding TBTP table.
Table 3: example of message exchanged between PDF and PEF / QoS Server

<XMLPEPMessage>
<Sender>PDP</Sender>
<Type type="RSV">
<Connection PortDst="50127" ipVersion="IPv4" BitRate="150"
Command="HTTP" Pid="54526490" IPSrc="192.173.19.2" IPDst="192.173.42.1"
Service="OF" PortSrc="50902"/>
</Type>
<Resources>
<Connection rbdc="0" type="0" logonId="1" rbdc_max="0" FCA="10"/>
</Resources>
</XMLPEPMessage>
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This socket is used by the PEF that, upon reception of a message from the PDF, translates it into the format
used by the DAMA. Only the information inside the “Resources” tag is used by the PEF, and no other
information is added by the PEF.

4.2.1.3

QoS Server

The QoS Server is another entity implemented, for the purpose of this emulation platform, that allows to
enforce the quality of service policy decided by the PDF. As it was already mentioned, the (Opensand) PEF
is only responsible for updating the bandwidth allocation for each satellite terminal, by communicating
with the DAMA. QoS Server, on the other hand, is in charge of managing the enforcement of the quality
of service for the different flows, by setting up QoS rules in the Linux traffic control tool (tc), a program
used to configure the kernel packet scheduler. For instance, in case of opportunistic traffic on the forward,
the QoS Server is enforcing the use of a scavenger QoS.
QoS Server receives the same XML messages as the PEF (c.f. Table 2), and uses the data found inside the
tags “Connection”. The parameters received, concerning each flow, consist of the source and destination
IP address and ports, as well as the type of quality of service to enforce. This information is translated into
commands to tc, in order to enforce the QoS demanded by the PDF.
At the start of the OpenSAND platform, when the QoS Server is launched, it creates several tc classes (one
for each type of QoS) using a QoS scheduler, such as strict policy scheduler or the Hierarchical Token
Bucket (HTB) algorithm. HTB is a classful queuing discipline that allows for a complex and granular control
over traffic, by using a system of tokens and buckets. Each bucket can be assigned a priority, and its traffic
can be shaped by setting a maximum rate and limiting the bursts.
The QoS Server uses these options to command traffic shaping of each category. Regarding the
opportunistic traffic, a strict policy is required. Thus, the traffic associated to the OF (Opportunistic
Forwarding) queue will be placed in a scavenger queue, and will be served only when there will have
available resources. HTB algorithm is conserved for the other kind of traffic.
The detail of the configuration is presented by Table 4.
Table 4: detail of the tc QoS configuration at the OpenSAND startup.

------------------------- QoSconfiguration ------------------------Scheduler Type = HTB | QoS Tree Mode : DEFAULT | Mapping SIG : SIG
Rate = 0 Initial Rate = 0
-------------------------------------------------------------------ID = 0 Name = NM Rate = 16000 initialRate = 16000
ID = 248 Name = NM TokenRate = 16000 initTokenRate = 16000
ID = 1 Name = EF Rate = 8000 initialRate = 8000
ID = 184 Name = EF TokenRate = 8000 initTokenRate = 8000
ID = 2 Name = SIG Rate = 16000 initialRate = 16000
ID = 216 Name = SIG TokenRate = 16000 initTokenRate = 16000
ID = 3 Name = AF Rate = 232000 initialRate = 232000
ID = 40 Name = AF_1 TokenRate = 32000 initTokenRate = 32000
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ID = 72 Name = AF_2 TokenRate = 100000 initTokenRate = 100000
ID = 104 Name = AF_3 TokenRate = 100000 initTokenRate = 100000
ID = 4 Name = BE Rate = 500000 initialRate = 500000
ID = 30 Name = BE TokenRate = 500000 initTokenRate = 500000
------------------------- QoSconfiguration ------------------------Scheduler Type = strict policy | QoS Tree Mode : DEFAULT | Mapping SIG : SIG
Rate = 0 Initial Rate = 0
-------------------------------------------------------------------ID = 4 Name = OF
ID = 0 Name = OF

By default (i.e. before the classification), all processed traffic is associated to the Best Effort category. Each
time a XML message is received from the PDF, the QoS Server adds a filter that matches, for each packet,
the IP addresses and ports with the ones received, and associates them to the Qos corresponding to its
category. For non-opportunistic traffic, the bucket traffic shaping policy is also modified, by taking into
account the bandwidth specified in the “Resources” tag, and limiting it accordingly.

4.2.1.4 DPI tools
We chose to use nDPI, one of the most efficient and Opensource tools. A comparison regarding both the
accuracy of classification and resource performance has notably be done with Libprotoident, and we
believed nDPI suits more our particular needs.
In the following we briefly present the conclusion of our work on nDPI.
nDPI
nDPI is an open source DPI tool, that is based on an improvement made to the OpenDPI tool, thus some
resource consuming procedures were removed and some features were added (e.g. the possibility to add
new protocols dynamically). Some of the principal features of nDPI are listed as follows:
●

nDPI can detect protocols from the application layer through a non port-based method.

●

By default, nDPI is configured to detect over 170 protocols, however, this number can be
extended to as many protocols as the user defines, using a configuration file.

●

Port (and port range)-based protocol detection can be performed according to the setting of
the user. This is used to complement the protocol detection process.

●

For encrypted connections, nDPI has a decoder for SSL (both client and server) certificates to
detect the protocols using the encryption certificate.

●

String-based matching is used to support sub-protocols

Since nDPI inspects the packet payload, it is possible to recover metadata from it; though, this may reduce
the privacy of the analysed packets

nDPI labels each application protocol with a numeric value called Id, and a symbolic protocol name.
Protocols are usually detected by a protocol decoder, which in most cases looks for matches between the
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packet payload and excellent patterns used to discover application protocols. Also, this tool defines a
protocol in terms of port, IP address, and protocol attributes (for example metadata).
nDPI decodes layers 3 and 4, and uses dissectors to try to define the protocols that arrive. Different
possibilities can occur when parsing packets protocols, in each of the different scenarios nDPI has well
defined the decision to take. For instance, a set of scenarios with nDPI action is exposed below :
●

In case that the packet protocol/port has a dissector registered, it is tried first

●

If there is no match, all other packet dissectors are tried.

●

if a packet does not belong to any flow yet, the packet passes to all dissectors registered
starting from the more likely one.

●

On the other hand, when a flow is unclassified, nDPI try to guess the application protocol by
checking whether there was a protocol registered for the protocol/port used by the flow. This
problem can arise due to it is needed to register new protocol dissectors, or due to a small
amount of packets was analyzed.

●

If there is no match meaning that all the registered dissectors were tried, then there are two
possibilities: a) the match failed because the analysed packet will never match , or b) it failed
but future packets in the same flow will match to registered dissectors.

Implementation of nDPI in OpenSAND
ndpiReader was modified to communicate with the PDF, and inform it of the flows it captures. Each time
the protocol of a new flow is identified, ndpiReader sends a XML message to the PDF, describing the
characteristics of said flow. An example of such message is shown by the Table 5 for the RTP protocol in
that case.
Table 5: example of message exchanged between nDPIreader and PDF.

<?xml version="1.0"?>
<XML_SIP_SESSION>
<SENDER>"31"</SENDER>
<TYPE>"new"</TYPE>
<CALLID>123456</CALLID>
<SDP_INFO>
<Media media_type="audio">
<protocol>"RTP"</protocol>
<payload>16</payload>
<IPVersion>"IPv4"</IPVersion>
<CalleeIP>"192.173.19.1"</CalleeIP>
<CalleePort>5060</CalleePort>
<CallerIP>"192.173.42.1"</CallerIP>
<CallerPort>5061</CallerPort>
</Media>
</SDP_INFO>
</ XML_SIP_SESSION >
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Originally, these XML messages were created by the PCSCF module of OpenIMS, each time a new SIP Invite
message was detected. In order to interface ndpiReader with PDF, a new API (libpdp) has been developed
within ndpiReader.
It was already mentioned that, with the information received from the PDF, the QoS Server is able to
enforce the quality of service of each flow.
The implemented solution consists in setting the TOS field of the IP header to the desired value, upon
detection, and before any decision from the PDF. To do so, other program other than ndpiReader must
be used; ndpiReader captures packets using libpcap which allows to sniff its contents, but not to modify
them. iptables was chosen to perform this task, by using the target TOS. Therefore, everytime a new flow
is detected, ndpiReader performs two extra tasks:
•

Sends an XML message to the PDP with the IP address, port, protocol carried and type of payload.
This message is created and sent using libpdp.

•

Adds a new rule to the POSTROUTING chain of the mangle table of iptables, matching the IP and
port src and dst. The target of the rule is TOS, which sets the DiffServ field of the IP header to the
appropriate value.

The value of the TOS set is obtained using the same XML codecs table used by the PDF, and that links the
RTP type of payload with a specific traffic category and bitrate. Since it is impossible to know the bitrate
of a flow beforehand for a majority of the protocols, the two tasks are only performed for RTP flows. For
other types of flows, only the second tasks is performed (i.e. setting the appropriate ToS value to the
packets). As previously explained in the QoS Server description, for these flows a default QoS policy is set
when OpenSAND is launched, and this enables priorities between Classes of Service and possibly provides
guaranteed and peak data rate for each class.

4.2.2

Complete chain

In brief, the enforcement of a quality of service requires the following steps:
•

A new flow is detected by ndpiReader, who captures all packets passing through an interface on
the ST or the GW.

•

Right after, ndpiReader adds an iptables rule, setting the TOS of the packets. This will allow the
traffic control (tc) of GW and ST to correctly schedule/prioritize the flows while waiting for the
decision from the PDF.

•

Upon detection ndpiReader sends a message to the PDF, notifying it of the new flow. For the
scope of this study, this step and those below are only performed for RTP flows, since it is the only
protocol we are able to predict the bitrate of. For the other flows, a default QoS policy is set (by
the QoS Server when OpenSAND is launched), enabling priorities between class of service and
possibly providing guaranteed and peak data rate for each class.

•

The PDF receives the message from ndpiReader. It detects if the IP addresses of the flow
correspond to any of the terminals. If they do, it calculates the needed bitrate allocation needed
by this terminal, and sends a message to the PEF and all QoS Servers to enforce this policy.
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•

The PEF on the GW receives the message, translates it, and sends it to the OpenSAND DAMA, in
order to alter the bandwidth allocation, and notably enforce the exclusive use of FCA resources
for the opportunistic traffic

•

The QoS Sever on the GW and the ST receive this message, and add the appropriate tc filters to
queue the packets using the right policy and traffic shaping.

4.2.3

Summary of the main configuration parameters and policy and Key Performance Indicators
(KPIs) for the opportunistic QoS differentiation

The following table summarizes the possible configuration strategies of the platform per functional
component, and also the types of transmission. It also shows the main KPIs that can be used to perform
validation/studies.
Components or
strategy/policy

Policy approach

Input parameters/policies

•
•

Opportunistic QoS
Standard QoS

KPIs
Amount of free data that
have been transferred to
the opportunistic clients
Percentage of unused
bandwidth dedicated to the
opportunistic user

Flow classification

Flow recognition using nDPI tools

PEP

Enabled or not

4.3 Implementation of the unicast to multicast conversion solution in Opensand
The following platform has for main objective to enhance the connectivity of primary/secondary and
opportunistic users.
Thus, the platform we developed must address all of the scenarios depicted in section 3. It is based on
M-ABR concept.

4.3.1

Platform detailed specifications

4.3.1.1

Functional specifications

FUNC_1
The platform shall support opportunistic strategies. The platform shall allow the opportunistic
connectivity experience to be enhanced by the joint use of multicast and unicast.
FUNC_2
The platform shall support the overall M-ABR concept over a satellite network (the concepts of DASH,
multicast and caching are implicit to the M-ABR concept).
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FUNC_3
The platform shall allow a variety of system configurations:
•

A simplified IP-based broadcast system.

•

A pure broadband system with possible mix between unicast and multicast over a single wideband
carrier.

•

A hybrid system with (simplified) IP-based broadcast and broadband resources.

FUNC_4
The platform shall allow for real-time unicast-to-multicast conversion by means of proxy-caches
interfaces.
FUNC_5
The platform shall implement policy management of flow (content) allocation to unicast / multicast
streams, and to broadcast / broadband resource. This function will drive:
•

the configuration of the multicast sending function (see FUNC_5 and FUNC_6) and

•

a static or dynamic multicast networking management (see FUNC_7).

FUNC_6
The multicast function shall use the NORM protocol.
FUNC_7
The multicast function shall support the selection of static or dynamic data rate, driven by the contents
and usage needs.
FUNC_8
The multicast management shall be able to automatically switch the sending of flows from HTTP unicast
to IP multicast whenever more than one receiver (or depending on other policies) will be interested to
receive flows.
FUNC_9
The opportunistic QoS method previously defined shall be supported by the platform.
4.3.1.2

Architecture specifications

ARCH_1
The platform shall be built around OpenSAND satellite emulation platform.
ARCH_2
The different strategies implemented (unicast/multicast) shall be enforced by and external component
(implemented within the projects) that controls and monitors the caching and multicasts systems.
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4.3.1.3

Services specifications

SERV_1
The platform shall provide a store and cache service (based on DASH)
SERV_2
The platform shall provide an optimized live Linear TV service (based on DASH)

4.3.1.4 Software specifications
SOFT_1
The Cache client instances shall work on transparent proxy mode.
SOFT_2
The NORM instance shall allow for configuration parameter inputs such as enabling NACK mode and
Congestion Control, or specifying data rate.
SOFT_3
The NORM instance shall be able to send/receive different multicast flows at the same time.

4.3.2

Platform design

The different strategies proposed to enhance the opportunistic connectivity are based on the joint use of
the unicast and multicast transmission
In the following, we detail how we propose to use it in OpenSAND.
4.3.2.1

Multicast/unicast Design within OpenSAND

The next figure shows the overall picture of the testbed implemented so far. The objective of this section
is to describe the main functional components of the platform.
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Figure 22: Unicast/multicast platform

Two different types of connectivity are provided: unicast and multicast IP connectivity.
Multicast traffic can be delivered either static or in dynamic fashion according to a chosen strategy.
Indeed, it is possible to perform:
•

Pure unicast content delivery via end-to-end HTTP DASH video streaming

•

Unicast-to-multicast delivery, when for example one or several users are requesting for the same
content and if decided (depending on a strategy) the platform decides to switch to a multicast
delivery.

•

Dynamic multicast delivery with the possibility to have new users asking for the same content
(including content already delivered). In that case, the platform manages the creation of new
multicast groups for the missing content (e.g. the beginning of the video).

Pure unicast
Unicast traffic is served as usual. The client’s request is checked by the ST proxy Squid and is served to the
client if it is already present in its cache, or is redirected to the Server if it is not present. The same process
is performed by the Proxy Squid running on the Gateway. A double caching operation is performed
because the ST has a limited storage capacity. Indeed, the GW can cache much more content than the ST,
in particular when a low cost ST is used for opportunistic users. According to tests we performed in
previous projects, we know however that the cache at the GW side enables important benefits in terms
of latency reduction. Indeed, the link between the GW and the Server represents a significant part of the
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total delay (all the Internet could be traversed). So, caching the content in the GW and avoiding requests
to pass through the Internet reduces the delay of the communication. That means that the request can
be responded by the ST in the best case, the GW, or in the worst case, the Server.

Multicast
In terms of implementations, the different strategies proposed to enhance the opportunistic connectivity
are based on the joint use of the unicast and multicast transmission. In the scope of this study, we add
some new software components for allowing multicast content delivery.
First of all, a NORM sender instance in the Gateway and a NORM receiver instance in the ST are required
to perform a multicast transmission. We chose to use NORM protocol (IETF RFC 5740) over FLUTE to
transmit video content in multicast mode because it allows different functional modes (based or not on
NACK feedback to send FEC) which gives more flexibility to the user. That provides acceptable reliability,
even if it’s based on UDP. NORM application is set up in the GW and the ST (a NORM instance is necessary
to send and to receive NORM packets).
The NORM sender takes the content to deliver from the Gateway cache. However, some new
functionalities are needed for getting the cache that are performed by the Multicast content Manager
entity:
•

SQUID formats and adds its own header information in the cached content, and creates a hash
table with the references of the cached data. This is done by Squid for optimizing and quickly
accessing the cached data. In our solution, we need to extract this data and remove the Squid
header for each content file present in the cache. The Multicast content Manager performs that
work and then the correctly formatted data is taken by the NORM sender instance.

•

As well, in some cases, the Gateway has not all/enough content stored in the cache (e.g. the first
chunk, the remaining ones, etc.) to start a multicast transmission. The Multicast content Manager
implements as well a function that asks the origin server for additional content when it is needed.
That would be the case if, for example, new STs request the same content in a different quality
and it is not present in the cache.

The Multicast content Manager entity is also in charge of handling the different multicast transmissions.
It manages and launch new NORM sender instances if needed according to the clients’ requests.
A PIM –based solution for dynamic multicast routing is selected. It requires a PIM daemon located
between the NORM sender and the NORM receiver in order (1) to build the multicast tree, and (2) to
forward the multicast traffic to the group subscribers. The PIM daemon is implemented at the GW
machine, and is interfaced with the local multicast manager implemented at ST (within the OS kernel) in
charge of sending the appropriate Multicast Group Management signaling (Join or Leave).
On the ST side, the clients’ requests are always processed by the proxy Squid. We rely on that feature to
serve the multicast content to the final user. When a content is received via NORM, the Cache content
Updater entity inserts that new content to the Proxy Squid cache. The way to insert this content into the
ST Squid proxy is based on the usage of a local Apache Server and it is addressed in the Section 3.4.
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Finally, the Local Multicast content Manager entity checks constantly if the requested content is diffused
in multicast or not and switches the connectivity mode from Unicast to Multicast when it is possible and
vice versa. This procedure is also detailed in Section 3.4.

4.3.3 Multi-carrier implementation in OpenSAND
We therefore proposed to implement an optimized Video & Service delivery for opportunistic customers
for satellite broadband and satellite broadcast systems. OpenSAND has been chosen for emulating the
satcom network. However, the OpenSAND satellite terminal implementation has the limitation of not
being able to listen from 2 different carriers (1) a broadband carrier for unicast streams and some
multicast streams and (2) a broadcast carrier only for multicast streams.
To overcome this problem, we implemented each ST by making using three components/3 machines
connected to the same LAN:
•
•
•

A first ST component dedicated to the transmission/reception of the broadband carrier (seen as
a plain ST for OpenSAND)
A second ST component dedicated to the reception of the broadcast carrier (seen as a plain ST for
OpenSAND)
A third ST component dedicated to the traffic aggregation of traffic (not seen nor managed by
OpenSAND) and hosting the SQUID and NORM instance

This implementation implies modifying the routing configuration for reaching the appropriate LAN. A
representation of the real topology can be observed in Figure 23.

4.3.4

How the opportunistic unicast to multicast solution works

4.3.4.1

Platform overview

The following schema represents the tests platform used to emulate nodes connection between 2 clients
and a video Server through the satellite components (STs and GW):
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Figure 23: Network topology of the platform

4.3.4.2

Nodes Software components and OS:

All nodes use OS Ubuntu 16.04 with kernel 4.4 with the following components:
•

Client(1-2): Firefox client browser

•

ST(1-2): Apache Server, NORM client, Squid proxy, Local Multicast Content Manager

•

ST(1-2)_broadband and ST(1-2)_broadcast: Pimd and a customized transparent proxy

•

GW: NORM server, Squid proxy, Multicast content Manager

•

Server: Apache Server, Dash embedded player, Video content

4.3.4.3 Unicast mode procedure
If the video content is requested by a single primary client, it is diffused in unicast mode. The client
establishes a standard end-to-end HTTP connection with the Server to request video segments.
Since Squid works in transparent mode, a NAT rule is added in the Proxy machine and the Gateway in
order to force the web traffic to go through their Squid instance:
iptables -t nat -A PREROUTING -i <client side iface> -s <@Client> -p tcp --dport 80 -j REDIRECT --toport <Squid port>

•

We force all the traffic which comes from the client and goes to a web server, to be redirected to
Squid. This way all the web traffic goes through the Squid proxy. Squid analyzes the requests
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(destination IP@ and URI) and checks if their corresponding content is already cached by itself. If
the content is cached, Squid returns the content to the client, if it’s not, it lets the request go to
the Server.
The iptables rule is implemented within the Squid job if it performs on transparent mode.

4.3.5 Unicast to Multicast transition
A list of all the contents being diffused in multicast mode and their corresponding multicast groups is
periodically broadcasted, and equally received by primary, secondary or opportunistic customers. This
way, every ST always knows which contents are being diffused in multicast. The broadcasted list includes:
•

The name of the content

•

The IP multicast address (possibly several addresses for a dynamic multicast strategy)

•

The priority of the content (for the study of strategies)

In this section, we accurately described only the scenario 3.4.1.1 (primary and then another primary user)
and 3.4.1.2 (primary and then opportunistic users) which are the most complex, and that requires the
introduction of all of the platform functions.
Thus, a primary client is being the first to request a content, the ST checks the list of the contents being
diffused in multicast. Since it is the first request of that content, the content is not present in the list, so
the client is served in unicast mode.
Possibly, if the second client which is connected to a different ST, requests for the same content, the
content diffusion can choose to switch from unicast to multicast mode on the satellite link and both STs
have to receive the content through the same multicast group. To achieve that transition, the system has
to follow several steps, which are different if the client is another primary client or an opportunistic client.
Both cases are depicted below.
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4.3.5.1

Unicast-to-multicast transition for 2 primary clients

Figure 24: Unicast-to-multicast transition example for 2 primary clients

The Gateway extracts and stores the source IP address of the first ST requesting the content (ST1). When
a second ST requests the same content (ST2), the Gateway sees that the request comes from a different
source IP address. Then, it checks how many video segments are stored in its own cache and it requests
the remaining ones to the origin server. This way the Gateway will have enough content in its cache before
starting the multicast diffusion. At the same time, the Gateway updates the list of contents being diffused
in multicast adding that content and its multicast group(s) and resends it in broadcast. Thus, ST1 and ST2
know to which multicast groups they have to listen to, and they can launch NORM receiver instances with
the corresponding multicast groups. Then, when the Gateway has enough advanced content in its cache,
it starts the multicast content delivery through 2 multicast groups. The first multicast group starts the
diffusion from the video segment number that is being currently requested by ST1 in its unicast
connection. Both STs subscribe to that group. The second multicast group diffuses the content that ST2
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missed, that is to say, from the first segment of the video to the first segment send by the first multicast
group. Of course, only ST2 subscribes to that second multicast group.
So, during a short moment, both STs are receiving the same content in unicast mode and in multicast
mode at the same time. The multicast delivery with NORM is continuous, that is to say there is no pause
between segments delivery, contrary to unicast delivery where there is a short lapse of time between the
reception of a segment (or for a group of segments) and the HTTP request for the next ones. Thus, the
multicast delivery should be performed faster than the unicast one (independently from the actual
bitrate/capacity allocated to each transmission mode). This means that a few seconds later, when each
ST checks that it contains enough advanced content received through NORM, they block the unicast
connection, update their cache content and serve their clients requests with the content received from
the multicast channel. A special focus has to be made on those last steps:
To update the Squid cache with the multicast content, we have set up an Apache server in the ST which
stores the data received via NORM. The idea is to “cheat” the Proxy Squid making him believe that the
content of the ST apache server is the content of the real web Server. To perform that, the “cache content
updater” sends HTTP Get requests from the ST to its own Apache Server. This way, the local HTTP requests
goes first to the Proxy Squid, and this one redirects the requests to the ST apache Server which responds
with the available content (received via NORM). At this moment, the Squid Proxy updates its cache
thinking that the response comes from the real web server. Thus, the content is available in the Proxy
Squid and when the client requests the content, Squid will provide it without problems. However, to make
that possible, we need first to differentiate the HTTP requests which come from the client and those which
are generated in the ST by the “cache content updater”. Both types of HTTP requests pass through Squid
and are destined to the Server, so, at the end, all of them have the same source IP address (Squid IP@)
and the same destination IP address (Web Server @). We decided to distinguish those 2 flows by their ToS
value. The flow coming from the client and going to the Web Server has a specific ToS value (0x28) and
the local flow generated by the ST has any other value (e.g. 0x31). So, in order to redirect the local flow
to the local Apache Server, we added the following NAT rule:
iptables -t nat -A OUTPUT -d <@WebServer> -p tcp -m tos ! --tos 0x28 -j DNAT --to-destination
<@ST>:8080
Moreover, it should be necessary to completely block the connection between the ST and the Web Server
once the multicast transmission has begun and, only then, start the local HTTP requests to update the
cache. We use the following commands to block the connection:
iptables -t raw -I OUTPUT -p tcp --dport 80 -m tos --tos 0x28 -j DROP
conntrack -F
The RAW rule drops every packet coming from the client and destined to the Web Server. The command
“conntrack-F” flushes the connection tracker tables. Blocking the connection was necessary in order to
overcome conntrack problems.
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4.3.5.2

Unicast-to-multicast transition for 1 primary client and 1 opportunistic

Figure 25: Unicast-to-multicast transition example for primary and opportunistic clients

The Gateway extracts and stores the source IP address of the first ST requesting the content (ST1). When
an opportunistic ST requests the same content (oST2), the Gateway sees that the request comes from a
different source IP address. Then, it checks how many video segments are stored in its own cache and it
requests the remaining ones to the origin server. This way the Gateway will have enough content in its
cache before starting the multicast diffusion. At the same time, the Gateway updates the list of contents
being diffused in multicast adding that content and its multicast group and resends it in broadcast. Thus,
ST1 and oST2 know to which multicast group to listen to and they can launch NORM receiver instances
with the corresponding multicast group.
Then, when the Gateway has enough advanced content in its cache, it starts the multicast content delivery
through the multicast group. The multicast group starts the diffusion from the video segment number
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that is being currently requested by ST1 in its unicast connection. Both STs subscribe to that group. The
goal is that this step is transparent for the primary user.
Thus, the opportunistic user receives freely the same content than the primary user. It has now to request
for the missing content, that is to say, from the first segment of the video to the first segment send by the
multicast group. The opportunistic QoS solution described in previous sections is used for receiving the
content.

4.3.6

Full multicast transmission for primary or opportunistic client

In that case, we consider that Client1 wants a content which is already being delivered in a multicast flow
but that is not stored in the Proxy Squid cache yet.
(o)ST1 and (o)ST1_broadband have the list of the contents being diffused in multicast. (o)Client1 sends
the usual HTTP content request destined to the Web Server that goes through (o)ST1. (o)ST1 checks that
the content requested is present in the list of multicast contents and launches a NORM instance which
starts receiving the current multicast diffusion of the content.
The request arrives to (o)ST1_broadband and it is redirected to a customized transparent HTTP proxy
using an iptables rule as usual. The only goal of that customized proxy is to check if the requested content
is already being diffused in multicast and to block the request if it is the case in order to avoid useless
traffic on the satellite link. The request is simply dropped without sending any response to the (o)ST1.
That blocking action should be performed ideally in the (o)ST1, but it is not possible to run several
transparent proxies in the same machine. That is why it runs in the (o)ST1_broadband.
Then, the (o)ST1_broadband requests to the Gateway its missing content sending an ordinary HTTP
request of the first segment of the content. The Gateway, which knows that the content is already being
sent in multicast, updates the list of multicast contents adding a new multicast address associated to the
content. That new multicast address group will be used to send the missing content of (o)Client1. The
following example shows the format and the update of the file containing the list of multicast contents.
We suppose (o)Client1 needs the beginning of BigBuckBunny content:
GameOfThrones --- 224.1.3.8 --- 224.1.3.7 --- 224.1.3.6
BigBuckBunny --- 224.1.2.3
(BigBuckBunny is being diffused through multicast group 224.1.2.3)

GameOfThrones --- 224.1.3.8 --- 224.1.3.7 --- 224.1.3.6
BigBuckBunny --- 224.1.2.4 --- 224.1.2.3
(The missing part of (o)Client1 is now diffused through 224.1.2.4)
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(o)ST1 checks that the list has been updated and launches a new NORM receiving instance which listens
to the new multicast group. At this point, the Gateway sends the missing content through the new
multicast group and (o)ST1 begins to receive the content through 2 different multicast groups and updates
the cache content. However, Squid is yet waiting for a response from its first HTTP request which has been
blocked by the proxy of the (o)ST1_broadband, so the Client1 has not played any video segment yet. The
proxy of (o)ST1_broadband sends a response 502 (Bad Gateway) to the (o)ST1 Proxy Squid. The Proxy
squid redirects the response to the (o)Client1 browser which retries to request the content to Squid. At
this moment, the first segments should be already present in the cache so the Client1 request will be
correctly served by the Proxy Squid.

4.3.7

Summary of the main configuration parameters and policy and Key Performance Indicators
(KPIs) for the unicast-to-multicast solution

The following table summarizes the possible configuration strategies of the platform per functional
component, and also the types of transmission. It also shows the main KPIs that can be used to perform
validation/studies on WP6.
Components or
strategy/policy

Transmissions
types/modes

Policy approach

Input parameters/policies
•
•
•
•
•

Pure Unicast (DASH HTTP)
Unicast-to-multicast
Multicast
Broadcast
opportunistic

•

Caching depending on Multicast priority
flow (due to number of users or imposed
by GW)
Caching depending on ST caching
size/availability
Caching depending on content of
interest for the client

•
•

PEP

Enabled or not

NORM

•
•
•
•

DASH server&player
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Multicast data rate transmission (bps)
Enable congestion control
DATA/FEC ratio
Mode: with/without NACK

Port, IP address
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KPIs

Amount of free data that has
been transmitted to the
opportunistic clients.

Retransmissions/efficiency/PLR
Real data rate (bps)
Number of NACKs sent
Available metrics from player:
Received quality, buffer size,
RTT, time since segment
request, etc.
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5

Conclusions on the optimization strategies for the satellite backhaul

We first introduced a new category of users: “the opportunistic users”, that benefit, almost for free, from
the unused bandwidth, without any obligations nor additional costs for the satellite operator. This
solution simply requires that some resources are available from time to time (e.g. during night) from other
primary/secondary users.
Then, we presented different options to offer a connectivity to those opportunistic users.
Based on the fact that the resource allocation is the most dimensioning criterion, we introduced a new
allocation scheme coined “opportunistic QoS” relying on strict policy for the forward and smart FCA
allocation on the return.
For TCP service, we proposed to keep the TCP PEP, with just light minor modifications, in order to ensure
a service continuity at the transport and application level. Possibly the PEP may help the system to detect
the presence of TCP flows for the sake of the resource allocation anticipation.
At this point, our solution enables the opportunistic ST to get a minimal connectivity, truly low-cost (if not
“no cost”) for them.
In addition, we proposed to enhance this opportunistic experience thanks to the satellite inherent
characteristics, and notably its native broadcast. Thus, our mechanism of conversion unicast to multicast
of the content media, enables to make the opportunistic user benefit from the primary resource.
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